Curious about Cuir-bouilli
By Ramvoldus Kroll
Being an avid leatherworker prior to my involvement in the society, I was naturally intrigued when I
noticed a hard molded and ornately decorated leather case hanging from a belt of a well garbed reenactor.
These particular accoutrements were uncommon and were not sold by any vendor I had seen yet. As I became enamored by all the other period clothing, shoes, and jewelry. It wasn’t until I started spending time
with scribes that this mysterious dress accessory came back into my focus. One night, the word “Penner”
rang through a conversation. After a prompt google search I discovered several extant examples from the
British Library where they used the term Cuir-bouilli. A penner is a hardened leather case used for the
transport of delicate and valuable scribal tools. After a few hours of research, I found several more museum exhibits of hardened leather cases for all manner of personal effects from cutlery to church relics.
Cuir-bouilli (From the Oxford English Dictionary, 2d
Ed.) Forms: 4/5 quir-, quyr- boilly, -boily, -boyly, boile, -boyl(l)e, quere- boly, qwyrbolle, coerbuille, boyle, 6 Sc. cur-, corbule. [F., lit."boiled leather."]
Leather boiled or soaked in hot water, and, when
soft, molded or pressed into any required form; on
becoming dry and hard it retains the form given to
it, and offers considerable resistance to cuts, blows,
etc. An English word in use from 14th to 16th c.,
after which it is not found till modern times, when it
appears as borrowed from modern French.

Medieval case makers used thin leather scraps
carefully stitched and then glued together to create a rigid decorative container. These cases were
widely used across western Europe and all featured nearly identical decoration and construction techniques. All the extant pieces were constructed in the same way with the smooth side facing both inside
and out with an inner case adhered to a richly decorated outer layer. Most extant pieces also featured
protruding tabs down the sides to hold a braided cord to further project opulence or wealth of the holder.
These leather cases were custom built specifically for the item they were meant to contain.
Extant pieces have been found in many shapes
and sizes from a small needle case to a large
reliquary.

Materials list:

A wooden form the same size and shape of the item(s) you wish to carry in
the finished case
1-3 ounce Vegetable Tanned Leather
Rabbit Hide Glue
Linen Thread
Sewing Needle or Boar Bristle
Sewing Awl
Disposable glass or plastic cup for mixing glue
Leather Dye, Tooling Stamps, Modeling Tools (Optional)

To build a Cuir-bouilli Case you will first need a wooden form. You can use a
length of dowel rod, or a square/rectangular board. I do recommend that
you use a hard wood like oak or maple. You can purchase a foot of oak at
Home Depot for about $8.
You will build this case in layers. For the first layer you are going to cut a rectangle from your leather just large enough to wrap the wood form leaving
one end open. Run the leather under a faucet or dip in a bucket of water for a
few seconds. You want the leather completely soaked through. You will also
want to keep your leather damp while you work it around the wood form.
Make sure that your work surface is smooth, clean, and free of any debris. If
possible, remove any bulky bracelets, watches, or rings. With the leather this
wet, anything pressed against it will result in “Accidental Decoration”.
Lay your leather down smooth side up and put the form down on top. Begin
the forming by rolling up the mold as tight as you can. This will take some manipulation of the leather by
stretching across the flat sides and creasing at the corners.
You will most likely need to trim the leather to get the
edges to match up straight without any overlap. Sew together edges together with a Whipstitch. I sew across the
corner at a 45 degree angle using the edge of the wood
form as a guide to essentially sew around the corner. This
method produces a tight seam which very little visible
thread on the inside. Since you will not see any of the
stitching when this is completed you do not need to worry
if your stiches aren’t perfect, this is purely structural. Sew
up the long edge first, and then follow the seam around to
sew one end closed. Create as little of a seam as possible
by stitching the leather edge to edge without any overlap.

Once you have completed the first layer it should
look something like the picture to the right. The
leather should be tightly formed around the wood
and your stitches should be tight and somewhat uniform. The wood form should remain open at one
end. I mentioned this before and I’m stating it again
in case you missed it… because it is IMPORTANT.
Notice the rough side with the suede finish to the
outside. This is also important for better adhesion of
the next glued layer and your finished case will have
a nice smooth leather interior that won’t catch dirt.

Once the wood form is covered you are ready for
the next step. This layer will be formed the same
way, but place the smooth side down. This second
layer will leave the same end open and the edges
will overlap slightly. If you have the tools and the skill to skive the edges that will overlap, you should. This
will produce the smoothest results on your finished project.
Skiving the should be done before you wet down the leather and can be done with a sharp knife. There are
several tools you can use to skive the edges. Tandy leather sells a tool called a Safety Beveler specifically
designed for this task and requires little practice. Once you have about an inch border around your second
layer skived down You are ready to move on to the glue up.
Heat up a half cup of water just below boiling (I use the microwave) and dissolve into it 2 tablespoons of
Rabbit Hide Glue. Stir gently until all the glue crystals have dissolved. I highly recommend using a disposable plastic or glass jar. Using an inexpensive paintbrush or silicon spreader apply a thin, even layer of glue
across the rough side of your second leather layer. Roll it against your working surface as in the previous
step. Rabbit hide glue has a very long setup time, so you have plenty of time to work the leather.
At this point, you should have a tight leather skin around your form with no visible stiches that is open at
one end. At this point, you are halfway finished. You will now add the third layer in the same manner as the
first except you will glue AND stitch this layer.
Cut your layer and wet it down the same way as before. Apply the hide glue to only the bottom two thirds
(the closed end). This layer will be rough side out And make sure to put a light mark to identify which end
is the bottom. Sew up the edges and both ends to completely close off the entire form. Then follow up
with the final outer layer in the same manner with only glue. Allow the case to rest overnight so that the
glue has time to set and the leather can relax .

